Regis
The

from AJC Retail

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY
Suitable for all applications
and caterers.
This range is manufactured in 15mm Dry
Freight Board, which is a bonded GRP
faced panel. This is extremely durable and
represents AJC Retail outstanding build
quality and specification at extremely
competitive prices.
Our trailers are constantly being enhanced
and improved to incorporate the latest
designs and construction techniques.
Regis trailers range between 8’ / 2.44m
and 14’ / 4.26m in length and are 6’6” /
2m wide. Available with a massive options
list, the Regis range of trailers is extremely
versatile and the key to your success in
mobile catering.

8’ – 14’

single or twin axles / braked

1000KG
TO

2000KG
MAX GROSS WEIGHT

Retail

Experts in retail solutions.

Regis
The

Designed to perform,
day in day out.

STANDARD INTERNAL SPEC.

STANDARD EXTERNAL SPEC.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Heavy duty laminated worktops
Wall shelf

Fully bonded construction with
15mm dry freight panels

Roof vent

Strong Steel Chassis

Instant water heater

Solid Roof

Water pump

Anodised aluminium trim

Mixer tap

Solid hatch with gas springs

Stainless steel sinks

AJC embossed gas box for 2 x
19kg bottles

The Regis is designed to allow the
installation of a wide range of Catering
Equipment from griddles, Bain Marie,
deep fryers, scuttles, industrial ovens,
burners, refrigeration, catering boilers,
commercial coffee machines, doughnut
makers or other specialist catering
equipment.

Heavy duty floor covering
Waste & water containers
Gas shut off valves
Sliding cupboards full length of
trailer
Safety pack including first aid
kit, gas certificate and fire
extinguisher

Road lighting

Lightweight galvanized AL-KO
chassis exclusive to AJC

4 corner steadies

Electrics

Single or twin braked axles with
maintenance free sealed-for-life
bearings

Lighting systems

Built in hatch & door seal
Optional Lightweight galvanized
AL-KO chassis exclusive to AJC

Paint colour
Sign writing design and fit
Skirt & pelmet
Display boards
Various wall linings
Insulated roof
Anti vandal door
Built in generator housing
Sliding windows
Resin floor
Awnings
Shutter

VISUALISE YOUR TRAILER
Once we have a clear understanding of
your needs, we will provide you with a
line by line quote along and discuss the
potential layout of your unit.

The design process is critical to taking
your ideas to reality. The design and
layout of your unit and selection of
appropriate equipment are critical to
your business success.

Retail
Trailers

Vans

Kiosks

Conversions

Once the order is finalised, we can then
produce a 3D drawing giving you detailed
information for your approval, along with
presentation visuals if desired.
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